All Nordic TSOs Decisions – Written Voting Procedure on the approval of the results of the CBA and the suggested time for FCR provision with LER in accordance with Art.156(11) of the Commission Regulation (EU) 2017/1485 of 2 August 2017

Date: 11 June 2020
Procedure: via written voting procedure

**Approved decisions**

– All Nordic TSOs approve the results of the cost-benefit analysis as submitted in the respective report “200529_CBA for FCR providers with LER in CE and Nordic region in accordance with 156(11) of SO GL_Nordic Results”, suggesting a time period of 15 min required for FCR providing units or groups with limited energy reservoirs to remain available during alert state.
– All Nordic TSOs shall submit the report and the approved time period to the concerned regulatory authorities as soon as possible and not later than mid-June, ensuring necessary translations are prepared as agreed with their NRAs.
– All Nordic TSOs will ask the concerned NRAs’ approval.
– All Nordic TSOs will inform ENTSO-E (by email: soc.vote@entso.eu) on the date of the submission of the documents

**Participation**

The proposal takes into account the Nordic TSOs from the European Union Member States (EU MSs) bound by the SO GL Regulation is as follows:

- 4 of the EU MSs Nordic TSOs bound by the SO GL Regulation cast their vote (out of 4 Nordic TSOs in total).

The participation requirement provided in the SO GL Regulation for the proposal is therefore complied with.

In addition, 1 Nordic TSO from the non-EU countries, member of ENTSO-E, cast its vote.

**Voting results - Majorities**

4 EU Nordic TSOs votes were casted in favour of the decision;
1 non-EU Nordic TSO vote was casted in favour of the decision;
0 votes were casted as abstention;
0 votes were casted against the decision;
0 EU Nordic TSOs did not cast their votes or cast them after the deadline

According to Article 5(7) of the SO GL, TSOs deciding on proposals for terms and conditions or methodologies in accordance with Article 6(3) in relation to regions composed of five Member States or less shall decide on the basis of a consensus.

The consensus requirement was reached as follows:

- formal voting 100 % of first part of voting powers and 100 % of second part;
- informal voting 100 % for the first part and 100 % of the second part of the voting powers.

The above decision has therefore been approved by **ALL Nordic TSOs on 11 June 2020.**